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 C39: Fraud Awareness and Prevention (2015)  
 

This addendum is to be used with the 2015 edition of the text. 

 

Please note the following corrections to Study 5: Activities 

 

STUDY 5—page 119-120 

 

C. Application Question 

 

1. Name the SIX (6) scenarios that would prompt an underwriter to suspect there is a 

potential for fraud with a renewal account. What would the underwriter be 

looking for in each situation?  

          (20 marks) 

 

C. Answers—Application Question 

 

1. Six  situations that would prompt an underwriter to suspect fraud are:  

 

a. economic issues 

 there is a  correlation between bad economy and increased insurance fraud 

 changes in local economic conditions can also give rise to fraud, 

 for example if a major employer or industry suffers, it can affect the 

neighbourhood, 

 prompting the area to be assessed 

 business needs could change to reflect the market conditions, requiring a 

source of ready new capital 

 financial position and especially changes in the financial position of a 

policyholder must be reviewed 

 attitude of the policyholder toward the problems may indicate whether the risk 

is tolerable 

 onset of deep financial difficulties is a vulnerable time for anyone 

 

b. major personal changes 

 brokers and agents must prepare clients for adjustments to insurance portfolios 

when a significant personal event such as a marital breakdown or illness occurs 

 such changes can precipitate fraud 

 moral hazards may emerge because of the changes in the circumstances of 

one’s life 
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c. policy canceled several times for non-payment of premium 

 responsible business enterprises expect to receive payment for services or 

products 

 if credit is generally respectable, banks will offer overdraft protection or assist 

with managing the financial challenge of the moment 

 concern in financial circles grows when there appears to be a repeated 

disrespect towards your debt  

 habitual disregard for your financial obligations are considered a flag in fraud 

management 

 random review of risks that have a claim frequency will expose clients who 

have constant payment challenges 

 seasoned fraudsters would understand the cancellation notice period and pursue 

claims within this notice even if they never paid a cent on the insurance 

contract 

 correlation between chronic poor credit and claims frequency with leanings 

towards fraud  

 

d. number of claims on the account is always higher than average 

 each new claim opened should trigger a review of the claim history to 

determine the level of expertise required for claims frequency 

 some criminals earn a living through fraudulently obtained claim payments 

 when claims rate is higher than average, or 

 when a pattern of claiming on multiple policies exists, it should be closely 

reviewed 

 especially if client does not appear too concerned over high insurance costs 

 technology allows for quick access to existing information within an insurer’s 

database 

 enquiries can be automated by report or flagged at the opening of a “new” 

claim 

 

e. an increase in insurance limits is requested 

 fraudster would increase amount of coverage so the effort to deceive is 

worthwhile 

 would claim a combination of items to pad their claim such as, 

 including cash stolen in a “robbery” at their home; 

 a stamp collection; 

 jewelry; 

 liquor; 

 expensive meats in the freezer 

 cameras; 

 DVD/CD collections 

 designer clothing (all cash purchases) 
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f. insurance requested for atypical items based on risk profile 

 most insureds need to insure big ticket items such as a car, a home, art, jewelry 

 as people purchase more antiques; 

 unique collectibles; 

 rare jewelry; 

 special equipment 

 demand for coverage increases 

 special items covered under personal articles floater or endorsement 

 these are subject to a special limit under your insurance policy 

 

(20 marks) 


